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Introduction

Karubaki Datta

Urbanisation is a concept that refers to a demographic change
involving an increase in the urban areas and the concentration
of population in large urban settlements. Demographers,
historians, economists and geographers-all have varied
opinions regarding this process. The commonest and the most
easily measurable definition is forwarded by demographers.
For them the degree of urbanisation of a nation is generally
defined as the proportion of the population resident in urban
places. It involves two elements:
1. The multiplication of points of concentration and
2. The increase in the size of individual concentrations.

As a result of both, the proportion of population living in
urban places increases. Especially in statistical studies, urban
and urbanisation are usually considered in this demographic
sense. Size of the population, its density, livelihood and such
other criteria are used to define urban places.

The demographic conception of urbanisation is
transcended by many other uses of the term. Sociologists,
economists, historians and geographers have their own
approaches to the concept. The geographers and physical
planners deal with theless measurable aspects ofurbanisation
their concern being in the area and boundary of the urban
places. A geographer's primary interest is in the study of the
interrelationships between people and their habitats. In an
urban setting, the habitat comprises not merely the territory
of the city or the town and its hinterland but also the spatial
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e region. In addition, the geographers also focus on the
environment of the habitat which includes trdtaare
landform features, surface and groundwater sources drainage'

societal and psychological state of the people of adtv
Urbanisation is also regarded as a
industrialisation and capitalism, when cities grew taCendes
of production, distribution and exchange proceTs tSrdiv
brmging mastructural change in society

is so tatadTtdfrXe'SttlanlT'
of four factors "^amsation is necessarily afuncHon
1. Size of the totalpopulation
2. Control of natural environment
3. Technological development
4. Development of social organisation.

Population size is necessarily a factor in urban
development became to permit any agglomeration of humad
bemgs there must be some minimum number to sustain group
life and to achieve large urban agglomerations relatively Imee
total populations are required. This agglomeratiLs fl
populahon requires efficient technology, particularly that of
agriculture to a pomt where a surplus is possible i.e. a food
supply in excess of requirements of the cultivators themselves
This is made possible by the emergence of crafts and their
proliferation that permit some persons to engage at least part
time in activities other than agriculture with improved
technology including the wheel, the rod, irrigation, cultivation
stock breeding and improvements in fishing. The surplus'

Introduction ^cy

becomes large enough tosupportasizeable number ofpersons
freed from the production of food. In addition, such an
agglomeration also requiresmore complex social organisation
including improved communications and social and political
mechanism. This is necessary for some forms of exchange
among the emergent agricultural and non agricultural
specialists.

Historically it is difficult to identify the origin of urban
agglomeration asa form ofhuman settlement. Inall probability
it was in the Neolithic period that man began to lead a
relatively settled existence made possible by the technological
innovations and domestication of animals. In reality these
Neolithic villages were limited to a few hundred personsand
was permanent only in a relative sense. By reason of limited
ajgricultural techniques these villages had to be shifted every,
twenty years or so in order to achieve even minimal ^turns
from the land. It took at least1500 years, i.e. from 5000 B.C^to
3500 B.C. for the city to develop from the Neolithic peasant
village-the first of which appeared inMesopotarma and Egypt
in about the middle of the 4th millennium B.C. Cities as large
as of100,000 or more probably did notexist priorto theGreek
or Roman period .Although it ispossible thatacity ofa million
was achieved in ancient China and 18th century Japan, cities
of a million or more were largely the productof18th and 19th
century developments. Both the level of technological
development and social organisation achieved by mankind
permitted the relatively widespread appearance of very large
cities.

India has a long tradition of urban growth. The emergence of
early urban life is associated with the evolution of Indus valley
civilization about2500 B.C. The major cities of thiscivilization
are discovered and partially excavated in Kalibangan and
Harappa inPunjab and Mohenjodaro inthe lower Punjab. The
cities were remarkable not only for their widespread aereal
distribution and number but for their planrting. In fact these
were the world's first planned cities and they included apiped
water supply and drains for nearly every house, something
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Census

Year

r j- , Table 1India sUrbanisation Trends incourse of
Total

population
Urban Decennial

population growth rate
n millions) ofurban

population
(per cent)

the 20th century

Percentage
of the

urbans
to total

population

10.8

10.3

11.2

12.0

13.9

17.6

18.0

19.9

23.3

25.7

27.78

Amtual

Exponential
growth rate

Source:

(in millions) (in millions)

238.10

252.09

252.32

278.98

318.66

361.09

439.24

548.16

685.18

844.33

1027.02

25.85

25.94

28.09

33.46

44.15

62.44

78.74

109.09

159.73
217.18

285.3

0.35

8.27

19.12

31.97

41.42

26.41

38.23

46.14

36.19

31.40^ 9 71
Census 2001 & Human n„. i
Ramachandrudu, Dr. MPrasLa^^^^V"
Delhi, 2004, p. 15. ' Publications, New

amon^he coimtxies of 'he woXMosTrtee
[fr r
irajority ofsettlements now classified as townsLd especiaHv
the larger cities have exhibited urban characteristics foL ve™
loitg hme. Alarge number of villages are at the borderline b7t
only a small number of them graduated to to^n stah,7Tb
majority of regions in India have had settled cultivation f
long The spatial dfetribution and number ofsettlements reflert
this long history. The principal function of most of these sn«n
towns is that of serving the rural surroundings as markets
service centres. Thus their number and spatial distribution
reflect the magnitude of demand for their services from th
hinterland. However, in areas where the distribution ofexisting
towns is sparse, large number of new towns can be expected

Introduction xix

to appear as and wheneconomic and population growth take
place, particularly when enhancement of agricultural
prosperity occurs.

However, the definition of urban in Indian census has
undergone modifications over time and some of the changes
in the pattern of urbanisation is related to the definition of
urban' itself. According to the Indian census a settlement is

defined as urban when its population is over 5000, its density
over 400 perhectare and75% ofitsmale labour force isengaged
in non agricultural pursuits. In addition, a settlement can also
be defined as urban by government notificationand the census
authorities also have discretion toclassify asurban some places
'having distinct urban characteristics even if such places do
not satisfy all the criteria mentioned above.'

The pattern of urbanisation in heartland of India is not
applicable to the hill areas of Iridia. For the Indians the hills,
particularly the Himalayas, have always been places of
mythological significance and of occasional pilgrimage. The
notion changed under the British. Coming from a cool
temperature, the British sought respite from the inhospitable
heat of the plains in the hills. From 1815 onwards they started
building hill stations and by 1870 there were over 80 stations
in different parts of the country serving the four major
metropolitan citiesof the country. These were Simla, Mussorie-
Nainital near Delhi, Darjeeling, Shillong near Calcutta,
Mahabaleswar in the Western Ghats near Bombay and and
Nilgiri, Kodaikanal area near Madras in Tamil Nadu.
Originally meant for the Europeans and the British, these
stations changed their nature in course of time. The Indian
princely families followed the British to the hill stations and
built their summer palaces and they were followed by the
native population. Gradually these places developed as
recreational tourist centres. Some towns were also developed
for administrative purposes.

As in the other parts of the hills, urbanisation is
comparatively a recent phenomenon in the Eastern
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Himalayas as well, the term Eastern Himalayas denotes the
region stretching from Sikkim to Arunachal Pradesh and
includes regions falling outside the geographical boundary
of India. In it are included Sikkim, Bhutan, Arunachal
Pradesh, the hills of Darjeeling and of course Tibet-the
Autonomous Region of China. The latter has been kept out
of the scope of this book.

The political status of the states of this region are different
from each other. Politically Bhutan is an independent state
under the rule of the Royal Government of Bhutan. Like
Bhutan, Sikkim too used to be an independent kingdom under
monarchy. In 1975 it merged with India as a result of which
inonarchy ceased to exist and itbecame the 22nd state of India.
Arunachal Pradesh too has passed through administrative
reorgamsations. Very much a part of India, it used to be the
North Eastern Frontier Province of India during the British
period administered by the Governor of Assam as an agent of
the President of India. It became aUnion Territory in 1972 and
was fmally given statehood in 1984. The district of Darjeeling
IS a part of the state of West Bengal of India. The Northern

f consisting of the three hillsubdivisions of Darjeeling, Kalimpong and Kurseong
The entire stretch is aland of high mountain ranges, snow

peaks, dense forests and rivers. It is the traditional homeland
of several tribes each with its own language, culture, primitive
agricultural practices and very low level of technology. Tibet
used to a Buddhist country with very unique form of
government and society; The states of Bhutan and Sikkim
practiced the Mahayana Buddhism of Tibet with little
variation. The cultural traits of all the states were more or less
similar. Buddhism being the state religion in all\he three states
Buddhist monasteries used to enjoy a special religious as well
as economic status. In Bhutan they served the purpose of
fortified military stations as well. All the Himalayan states
(including Nepal) maintained relations not always friendlv-
among themselves. They had some relations with India as well

Arunachal Pradesh was the land of many tribes. Most of
them thrived on the economy of hunting and collecting. Barring
some tribes who practiced Buddhism, most of them used to

'•MMi
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be animists. The Buddhism as practised by them was
introduced either through their proximity to Bhutan in the
West or tlirough theneighbouring Buddhist states in theSouth
East.

The natural landscape, the difficult terrain and the
economy ofthe region werenotconducive to thedevelopment
of urban centres until very recently. Settlement used to be
scattered with no considerable industry and even the tradition
of crafts that was there was not meant for commercial
transaction. The craftsmen and labour were not able to make
full exploitation of the local resources. The surplus was little
and was not an enough incentive to attract migration from
across the mountains. Road and communication network was
not developed and even number of wheeled vehicles was
limited. As a result of all tl"\is, there was no urban centres in
the region till as late as the 20th century. The earliest one was
Darjeeling which was developed by the British. Thus the
emergence of urban centres in the region was not so much a
natural development as much a result of external intervention.
A short description of the state of urbanisation in the region is
given below.

Bhutan

Uiere were no urban centres in Bhutan in the 18th and 19th
centuries. The state maintained traditional trade relations with
the neighbours and as a result of this the south eastern corners
of the state had grown to be more populated and developed
than the rest of the country because it was nearer to the trading
centres of Darjeeling, Sikkim and Chumbi Valley of Tibet. But
even the settlements in this part of the country were small with
few houses and monasteries.

The actual process of urbanisation started in the late
1960s.It was the direct result of the king's policy to end the
political isolation of the country in favour of a regular
administration and planned economic development. With
these objectives in view the country opened its windows to
the southern countries, India being the only one for the time
being. With Indian help, metal roads were constructed and
wheeled transport introduced. Schqols, hospitals and
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from him in 1835. Following snnexation with India it went
through several boundary reorganisations before it got its
present shape. The territory between Darjeeling andTerai was
seized by the British in 1849 while the Kalimpong part of it
was secured much later. The treaty between Sikkim and the
British in 1861 confirmed this territorial seizure. From this
period onwards Darjeeling was developed by the British on
the European model and turned into a hill resort. It also
developed as a centre of missionary activities, educational
institutes and trade centre. Very soon itattracted migrants from
Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan and before long developed into a
considerable urban centre. The growth of Tea and Cinchona
plantations added to its economic importance. Kurseong, on
the way to Darjeeling was economically important for'tea
plantations and developed as a satellite town of Darjeeling.

The Kalimpong part of Darjeeling district followed a
different course of development. Initially it too belonged to
Sikkim from which it was taken over by Bhutan and later
handedover to theBritish after the Anglo Bhutan warof1865
Kalimpong was economically important for the region due to
its proximity to the Jelep-la and Nathu-la-the two passes
through which passed the frontier trade ofTibet. Nathu-la was
in Sikkim no doubt but the road from both the passes
converged at a pointnot far from Kalimpong and in course of
time the route through Jelep-la emerged as the more widely
used one for trade with Tibet. The trade continued till 1962
and Kalimpong remained the premier trading mart of the
region. The trade came to an end after the Indo China war of
1962. Like Darjeeling, Kalimpong too was earmarked by the
British for development as ahill town though at a later period
of early 20th century. As in Darjeeling, in Kalimpong too
schools and hospitals were established by the missionaries.
While Darjeeling was labeled as a district town, Kalimpong
and Kurseong developed as sub divisional towns.

Darjeeling along with Kalimpong and Kurseongremained
as the three urban centres in the hilly part of the district till
1971. Two more settlements-Cart Road and Mirik emerged as
towns in the census as late as in 2001.

Introduction
XXV

Aninachal Pradesh

As already mentioned, Arunachal Pradesh has passed through
various administrative reforms. In fact, it was these reforms
from the 1960s onwards that initiated the process of
urbanisation.

Even after independence the tribal society of Arimachal
remained economically backward and witliout any economic
infrastructure. The development activity started only when the
state became an administrative unit in the fifties. The actual
development activities however, started only in the sixties. The
period of 1961 to 1971 saw tlie establishment and creation of
circles, community development blocks etc. The process was
further accelerated after 1972 when it emerged as Union
Territory. The capital complex was shifted from Shillortg to
Itanagar. Arunachal shares border with China and is
strategically very important. Itbecame the centre of activities
in course of the border clash with China in 1962. This had its
impact on the development process. It led to tlie construction
of infrastructure, particularly all weather roads for movement
of army vehicles.

As per the census of 1961 the state was absolutely rural
with no urban centre. However, since the districts and tlie sub-
divisional head quarters of the state were found to be
possessing distinct characteristics and occupational patterns
it was decided that the district and the sub divisional head
quarters that recorded a population of2,500 during the census
of 1961 should be treated as towns for the purpose of 1971
census. Accordingly, Bomdila, Along, Pasighatand Tezuwere
declared as census towns in 1971.

Two more towns of Neharlagun and Itanagar were added
to the list in 1981 thereby raising the number to six. Four more
were added to the list in 1991. Even then four districts out of
eleven remained without any urban centre at all. In 2001 census
seven more areas have been added taking the total number to
17. The district of Upper Siang remained without an urban
centre.

Apparently it seems that there is a spurt of urbanisation
in the state.Thisis reflected in the growth,number and sizeof
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strategically very important. Itbecame the centre of activities
in course of the border clash with China in 1962. This had its
impact on the development process. It led to tlie construction
of infrastructure, particularly all weather roads for movement
of army vehicles.

As per the census of 1961 the state was absolutely rural
with no urban centre. However, since the districts and tlie sub-
divisional head quarters of the state were found to be
possessing distinct characteristics and occupational patterns
it was decided that the district and the sub divisional head
quarters that recorded a population of2,500 during the census
of 1961 should be treated as towns for the purpose of 1971
census. Accordingly, Bomdila, Along, Pasighatand Tezuwere
declared as census towns in 1971.

Two more towns of Neharlagun and Itanagar were added
to the list in 1981 thereby raising the number to six. Four more
were added to the list in 1991. Even then four districts out of
eleven remained without any urban centre at all. In 2001 census
seven more areas have been added taking the total number to
17. The district of Upper Siang remained without an urban
centre.

Apparently it seems that there is a spurt of urbanisation
in the state.Thisis reflected in the growth,number and sizeof
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the towns as well as in the fast decadal growth rate of iirh;,n

for ^h population growth between 1971 and?98? ^67^ ^^^991 high-139 63 i^
being 101 29 ^e hp T ^ 2°° '̂ ^he rate
not verv hi^h^f Percentage of urban population however is
?2 2rjl9Tandr7-2ot7';„'4V"k^? '̂ " ''j"
of the towns. reflected mthe sizes

or ato?e'tte'!3oreToT™K7"' ^as apopulation of 50,000

rlaQcVr>r,r^», • ^ ry,L)00, five towns are categorised at;
SvTngl theS° " ""»> than 5000 people
adJnYs,rr4^rg^satn" A^rti:tTd I'? '=government and elen those ctv t"®' m'°"8
parks, hospitals, electricity, librarv nla^ ^ ®^hools,
at the government initiative' The dL^ln ""wf "Pcapital, has been mainly duXS^r^f
Shillong. In fact, the percenta^P migration of people from
high in^fte stat;.
interstate migrants are tertiary workers eneaeeZ'°"T
areas. This fact was brought out by 1971 Smsus tZ «
deficient mtrained local manpower in many fields andX
availability of ,ob opportunities and scope of trade tedZ
migration from other states.

Even now, many of these towns do not satisf^the criterio
of 75% population gainfully employed in the non pnm
sector of production. Many of these towns also lack
structural amenities required for ahealthy urban living

In spite of this trend of rising population and rise in the
number of urban centres, the towns of this stretch of th
Himalayas are different from the cities in the industrial
societies. The region as a whole is still economicallv
underdeveloped with low level of industrial growth. In spite
of the recent trend of urbanisation and emergence of urLn
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centres being a distinct demographic and economic trend in
the region, the towns-small in size and developed as
administrative or trading centres, still look like small islands
or urban communities in the sea of vast rural areas.

As mentioned above, the field of urban studies has been
subjected to multidisciplinary research involving disciplines
like Economics, History, Geography, Political Science, Social
Anthropology and of course Sociology. But this tradition is
not very old. Initially it started among the social scientists of
Bombay University in 1915 and was taken up bygeographers
and sociologists to some extent in the 1920s. In the post
Independence period it received more attention from scholars
of all the social science disciplines including Social
Anthropology, Sociology, Political Science, Geography and-
Town Planning and Economics, though urban economics is
yet a comparatively unexplored field in India. The historians
too have worked on the theme though their primary focus has
been on the Indus Valley civilization and ^e archaeological
sources.

However, there is a dearth of literature on the Himalayas
in general and Eastern Himalayas in particular. This because
urbanisation itself is such a recent phenomenon in this stretch
of the Himalayas that it has not received due attention from
the scholars as yet. The objective of this book is to make up
this deficiency to some extent. Due to the lack of information
and limited scope of research Tibet has been kept out of the
purview of the book. The 17papers included in this focus on
the various aspects of urban phenomenon in Bhutan, Sikkim,
Arunachal Pradesh and Darjeeling while a couple of them focus
on theHimalayas asa whole-bothEastern and Western aswell
as the North Eastern states of India . The authors represent
different branches of social science and therefore approached
the problem within broad frameworks or paradigms of their
different disciplines.

The first article ' Urbanisation in the Eastern Himalayas'
by S.K. Munsi introduces the theme of the book. After
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pattern of urbanisation is therefnrf? ?
points out that ntost of the stupes
of the dynamics of society at laTJ l^h ^-wareness
ahd depth of urbaniqaHrir^ u j, region. The levelap£

development. The development of urha "''anisation andhills is characteristically different f "'aation process in the
is not conducive to the growth of In f* plains and
he looks at the naturafmsomcl onhr^u"^^^
nonrenewableresourcesarelimitoH j . a"'! andis fragile and hazard pon^SSl " '''"^Sion
yet equipped to take the oppmmnif 'f nP""^''™'
development process that has been olmerTf and
some cases, as in Darjeeling the fravilo ""'f'a. In
sustainability may lead to ethnic conflicts and tendons The"'
IS ahmrt even to urbanisation based on tourism. He condud
teat while mcrease in the level of urbanisahon is inevtetl n
has to be done through population management stratef
well as through increase in the carrying capacity of thfhill?
Only a judicious use of renewable resources like wat
biodiversity, forests and plantations can make it economira?^
sustainable. «-auy

A.C. Sinha first outlines the pattern of urbanisation in the
hills in the historical context and then goes on to highlight the
salient features of contemporary urban scenario. Most of the
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towns with probable exception of the Bhutanese ones have a
predominance of non-local population. There is sex imbalance
in the towns which results in the siphoning off of the bulk of
earnings by the residents to their families elsewhere which m
its turn lead to lack of funds for the improvements of urban
amenities in the towns. The towns have very limited resources
of their own and they have to depend on the occasional
allotment of funds from the administration. This affects the
quality of life as awhole. The states have their priority for the
rural areas as bulk of their population live in rural areas. The
prospect of the parasitical urban administrative centres
therefore do not seem to be very promising.

Mahalaya Chatterjee's article is 'Size and Functional
Characteristics of the Himalayan Towns: AComparison of the
Eastern and Western Himalayas'. As indicated by the title, she
deals withallthetowns intheHimalayas-Eastern andWestern
alike and compares the urban scenario in the two. With help
of census data, she points out the changes in the size
distribution of the towns in course of the last four decades
along with some demographic indicators like gender ratio,
growth rate of towns, and the interactions among these
indicators. She also makes a functional classification of the
towns since 1961. The states in the Western Himalayas are
bigger, and has longer history of urbanisation. However, the
census data do not indicate any noticeabledifference between
the two parts of the Himalayas. Most of the urban areas are
service towns, dependant on the activities of the state and
central governments. Afew trading towns are coming up but
manufacturing towns are very few. Without proper
exploitation of the local resources and skills, urbanisation is
bound to remain imposed from outside withoutmuchlinkage
effects with the surroundings.

The two papers on Bhutan are Urbanisation and
Development in Bhutan: Convergences and Divergences' by
Anup Kumar Datta and 'Urban'Scenario in Bhutan: Some
Observations' by R- Sahu. R. Sahu traces the context of the
emergence of urban centres in the 1960s and points out how
the deficiencies of those planshavebeguntobe evidentin the
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attains different forms dPDP world urbanisationmdifferent regions within asingfeTom'trrta M
known as the Eastpm T-Tirv, 7 1 y- lodia, the regionand insulated :he"p^pt':f^t
of the region following its own caher^T'' ^ ""Ponont
pattern of urbanisation is therefn^P Hf? ^ growth. The
points out that most of the studip., 1 region. He
of the dynamics of society at lar awareness
ahd depth of urbanisatioiTcan hafdlfh
a proper understanding of the ctf , "^"^^^stood without
the tribal life. ^ structure and functioning of

HimalayS SiTguestioroTs^ 'Urbanisation in the Eastern
of urba4ationin tSTsfroX^reference to multidimensio^l p f" ^^th
discusses the policy issues relateTto
development. ThedeveloDme7ifr.f u "^^^rusation andhills is characteristically dhTerem fr in
is not conducive to the growth of lar^"^
he looks at the natural resources of thp hMi n
nonrenewable resources are limited anH 1is fragile and hazard prone. Socially '̂'"I^Sically the region
yet equipped to take the opportunitv of
development process that has been olLtPrTf
some cases, as in Darjeeling fhp ? 1 o^^tside. In
sustainability may lead to ethnic conflict^s^nd tInsLns Th

has to be done through population management shaT''̂ '''' "
well as through increase in the carrying capacity o/^gfMl?
Ony ajudtcious use of renewable resources like wa "r
biodiversity, forests and plantaHons can make it economi?u
sustainable. ^ucauy

A.C. Si^afirst outlines the pattern of urbanisation in the
hills mthe historical context and then goes on to highlight th
salient features of contemporary urban scenario. Most of the
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towns with probable exception of the Bhutanese ones have a
predominance of non-local population. There is sex imbalance
in the towns which results in the siphoning off of the bulk ot
earnings by the residents to their families elsewhere which m
its turn lead to lack of funds for the improvements of urban
amenities in the towns. The towns have very limited resources
of their own and they have to depend on the occasional
allotment of funds from the administration. This affects the
quality of life as awhole. The states have their priority for me
rural areas as bulk of their population live in rural areas. The
prospect of the parasitical urban administrative centres
therefore do not seem to be very promising.

Mahalaya Chatterjee's article is 'Size and Functional
Characteristics of the Himalayan Towns: AComparison of the
Eastern and Western Himalayas . As indicated by the tit e, s e
deals with all the towns inthe Himalayas-Eastern and Western
alike and compares the urban scenario in tlie two. With help
of census data, she points out the changes in the size
distribution of the towns in course of the last four decades
along with some demographic indicators like gender ratio,
growth rate of towns, and the interactions among these
indicators. She also makes a functional classification of the
towns since 1961. The states in the Western Himalayas are
bigger, and has longer history of urbanisation. However, the
census data do not indicateany noticeable difference between
the two parts of the Himalayas. Most of the urban areas are
service towns, dependant on the activities of the state and
central governments. Afew trading towns are coming up but
manufacturing towns are very few. Without proper
exploitation of the local resources and skills, urbanisation is
bound to remainimposed from outside withoutmuch linkage
effects with the surroimdings.

The two papers on Bhutan are Urbanisation and
Development in Bhutan: Convergences- and Divergences' by
Anup Kumar Datta and 'Urban Scenario in Bhutan: Some
Observations' by R- Sahu. R. Sahu traces the context of the
emergence of urban centres in the 1960s and points out how
the deficiencies of those plans havebegun to be evident in the
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and PhuntsholinfThe S. " '°""^ °' Thimpu
taitiaHve to overcLlthoseTnd '̂ *='"8
purpose. taking foreign aids for the

'he SZL«'ot
that include industrial ffatn's economy
economy, urban bound mierahonT "lonetisation of

• tiew liberalisation policy etc and V ^^"^an's
of Bhutan's policy and Plan oHo 'v' ""text
planned development and mrld ^ ^"^tiguration of
forth enormous Luengi orectr^^^ " "ailedbalanced envlronmeTand ecoW T'̂ ^ '̂uring, asocially
subsequent changes In paradigms orbotr''""''''""''- '''h"
planning and structural reforS^n , n oriented
finance have been unique. iTL •' '"^^^tment and
globalisation, he points out that ha fhe idea of
of local governance and led to the em^ ^^^^°t-ed the importanceHe concludes by demonstrati^fXTSr"'™"'"™ '̂̂ '?-
Bhutan IS faced with enormoL diff process in
rug^d physical terrain and lack of ^ ^^s

•There are four articles on Sikkim nil resources.
Emergence and Issues'-the first nfTk "^^"^^nisation in Sikkim:
The author gives an outline of the ^^^ata Desai.
spatial distribution of human settlemenU^
relates population growth to the ^^tti^ "I
erosion is one physical problem in sfkkim Th
become subject to human interference restWfvehicular movement, construction works and hT
drainage channels by solid waste LandsUn! r ^^o^^ade of^ese. One landslid^ prone area ts
Given the physical constraints that limit
development without further damage, the need nf
a scientific and realistic approach towards thp °"'
construction, conservation and development.

M.M. Jana's article is 'Functional Pl-ia^r^,>4. •Towns of SLblm'. Ube Mamata SS^o'̂ rrou! S:
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lack as well as the need of planning in the process of
urbanisation in Sikkim. He reviews all the aspects of status,
distribution, population trends and economic activities in the
towns, and finds these to be infrastructurally underdeveloped
and lacking in sufficient urban qualities. Even thegrowthrates
of population during the last few decades had been low due
to lack of urban planning and human resource development.

The overall imbalance in Sikkim's regional development
process hasbeen highlighted byManas Das Gupta inhis article
'Sikkim's Development and Inequality of Income: The Urban
Rural Divide'. VVith help of data showing the trend of regional
development, he points out that Sikkim is growing but this
growth isalso leading toinequality ofincome distribution both
in terms of per capita income and HDL This inequality is
reinforced by regional disparity. The area around the capital
townis developed while the rest isbackward and unattended.

The last paper on Sikkim-'ChildLabour in Sikkim in Socio
Economic Perspective' is by Gita Payal. Child labour is not a
problem in Sikkim alone. In fact, a widespread problem ofthe
poorand developing countries, it exists inboth ruraland urban
sectors. It is particularly common in the unorganised
manufacturing sectors and in marginal occupations in the
streets, slums and shanties. Sikkim is no exception in this
respect. The paper gives some ideas about the extent of the
problem in the towns of Sikkim and its socio-economic
ramifications.

Of the three papers on the districtsof Darjeeling, two deal
with the town of Darjeeling itself while one probes into the
origin of the town of Kalimpong.

'Emergence of Kalimpong as a Hill Urban Centre' by
Enakshi Majumdar is the account of the initial days of
Kalimpong written from a historian's point of view.
Kalimpong, though locationally close to Darjeeling was
different in character. Neither did it have any strategic or
administrative importance nor did its locational or climatic
condition induced the British to start a sanatorium there. Trade
was one important lifeline but urbanisation as a natural
offshoot of thriving trade did not happen to Kalimpong
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cha°ra?te/of itHw^'^ planned one it had a
seasonal retreats with their colonid^ of Darjeeling, theThe author has tried to ,^
uniqueness. ^ growth, and identify its

DevelopLnt..
particular. Darieeline likp general and Darjeeling inas aresult of^BrlS
English village juxtaposed ah^^ ^od initially resembled an
both the physical and social ch°^^ T . ^he studies
the British period ^ theTonct?'̂ ""^
changes that set in all the aspects oTnh^^-^^T '̂ ontifies the
mthe post colonial period and no" ^o^tal systems
that developed as aresult of ranid'' problems

The third article on Dartpl ^
Its title is 'Formation of aBrihsh'Ir^
Colonial Days, while Aditi Chaff .^"terland: Darjeeling in
covering all the aspects of urbanir! ' ^ one
and post colonial periods the sro colonial
by the title itself. The paper is aX! indicated
ofhowthetown was initial!v Hp , account of the story
seasonal Wps ,o .he h^Ld ,1°'' ,secluding J Da,gellngtl.roX°;iaiL®hf
a resort which could replicate , . "^^^^^opedas
countryside that the colonial ma^t ° ^ European
recuperating from the dust and dirt of theXsocial space based upon the idea of diffp ^ a
and the plains. Restrictions were imnXX^ Eills
from settling there except in the^ plainsmen
businessmen and managerial staff labourers.

The last section consists of f
Eastern part of India. Of the spvp articles on the North
(Sikkim is brought under the o^dia's North Easterghth state only recently, only A^fchal SideshTa p^an'̂ ol
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the Eastern Himalayas. Nevertheless, since the state witli its
predominantly tribal population shares some of the ecological
and social problems with the other neighbouring states a
comparison between Arunachal and other states of the North-
East gives a comprehensive idea about the level of
development in the former. This has been done by Vimal
Khawas in his paper 'Trends and Patterns in the Levels of
Urbanisation in the North-Eastern Hill States of India and

Related Environmental Issues'. Some significant conclusions
emerge out of his study. Compared to the national average,
the region is relatively behind in terms of the levels of
urbanisation and even in the North East, the level of
urbanisation is not uniform in all the states. Small towns

comprise about 74% of the total urban centres in the region.
These towns along with the large cities have not experienced
much change while the medium towns have seen increasing
trend in the last two decades. In contrast to the population in
the cities and the medium towns, there has been a decline in
the population the small- particularly class V and VI towns.

Gurudas Das also focuses on the whole of the North-East

in his article 'Migration, Competition and Conflict Situation :
Informal Sector in Urban Spaces of North-East India'. The idea
of the paper, as the author himself explains, is to make
preliminary attempts, primarily based on impressions, to
understand how the emerging competition in the informal
sector of economy of the North-Eastern states is giving rise to
conflict situations. The term informal sector is often used to
mean the small scale units engaged in the production and
distribution of goods and services and the author has used it
to indicate all the multifarious economic activities outside the
realms of formal or organised sector. Excepting Assam the
North-Eastern states do not have any large scale industry in
general. Whatever meagre number of medium scale industrial
units are there are mostly public sector units. Apart from the
manufacturing activities, the informal sector is dominated by
trading and ser vice providing activities. Beyond governmental
services self employment in small scale enterprises and service
providing activities are the only alternative avenues in these
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educated local non tribals T
while the informal sector tn-pw !i public sector
initialives. But the absorbi^ cap^t^
exhausted within a short- c^at, public sector wasentering b.to'T ^
attempt to replace the non triba" Th?r ^
resources Often leads to various forme ^ ,competition for
the potential to invoke the inter ethni °i^ conflict with
issues. cleavages and identity

Arunachal ^adeS^ SuroU^sr'̂ r*" specifically on
Sociological Study of UrbaniattotT-given an account of the trend of urS Pradesh' has
urban scenario in Arunachal. ^
are ofrecent origin andfunction a •• ^ the state
state lacks an industrial t^e andT^*'!''''"®"'''"-
parasitical in nature. urban centres are

Villages under Papum Pare Di«5tr-^f ^ Study of Two
The objective is three fold: Arunachal Pradesh'.

village to the t^aU^^^wh^ ™P"^ging on a
developed where urban centres have
Toexamine "whether in 4-v.* ^
economicaUy dependent on lih
To find out whetherTrt? ''''''''
process of social change hTth^^hT ^
studied some economic and society. She has
villages and shows how the nro ° P P^^^ds of the
integrated the villages with the urbanisation has
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Urbanisation in the

Eastern Himalayas

S.K Munshi

In the Dictionary of Human GeographyRJ. Johnston refers to
a three-part model of urbanisation, now accepted bythe social
scientists as an explanation of the process of urbanisation in
any region or area.

The first part of this model is the demographic process
involving increase in the proportion of population living in
urban areas and their concentration in larger urban settlements
in which migration is the main contributor of urban growth.

The second part is the structural change in society as a
result of the development of capitalism in which cities grow
in centresof production, distribution and exchange processes.
Here urbanisation is a necessary component of
industrialisation.

The third part of the model deals with behavioural
urbanisation bringing out social change such as change in
values, attitudes and behavioural patterns, which can be
termed as urbanism.

. In the three-part model of urbanisation, demographic
change are the dependent variable driven by structural
imperatives. But itispointed outthat such amodel particularly
suits the analysis of modern capitalism, as substantial urban
growth and urbanisation have taken place in the Third World
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long before industrialisation where the growth of towns and
cities were not associated with industrial societies. Other forms

of pre-industrial economic integration have also seen urban
growth mainly on the basis of migration, some degree of
commercialisation and development of the service sector in
the form of administration, transport development and so on.

Therefore, the study of the process of urbanisation
anywhere has to take note of the specific context of time and
place.

We have talked about pre-industrial economic integration
that, according to substantivist anthropologists and
sociologists, could be achieved through reciprocity,
redistribution and market exchangeand in which anyone could
be the dominant form.

It is now known that Third World urbanisation does attain
various forms depending on the levels of development in
different regions within a single coimtry as big and with so
much variety as India.

Therefore, any model on the emergence of urbanisation in
a vast Third World country like India has particularly to take
note of the variety of socio-economic conditions ranging from
extreme pre-capitalist fornaations to fully developed
capitalism.

Keeping this generalised problematic in mind one may
approach the question of urbanisation in the Eastern
Himalayas. By Eastern Himalayas we go by the traditional
identification as the territories of the hills of the Darjeeling
District of West Bengal, Sikkim, Bhutan and Arunachal Pradesh
outside the realm of the Brahmaputra valley.

Society in the major parts of the Eastern Himalayas
remained cut off from the rest of India due to the particular
history of colonial rule in this part of North-Eastern borderland
of the Indian subcontinent. The tribal societies in this difficult
terrain were kept isolated and insulated from free and open
contact with the people of the plains. Some were kept as
Excluded Areas and some Partially Excluded Areas. The Inner
Line Regulations were promulgated forbidding the entry of
non-tribals into specified tribal areas and without the Inner
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Line Pass. The isolation hampered even the process of
peasantisation in place of traditional shifting cultivation. As a
result it contains a large number of tribal households that are
still engaged injhum cultivation practices.

The Eastern Himalayas have very sparse population,
though at present with a fairly high growth rat^ As per t e
Census of 2001, there are 17 towns in Arunachal Pradesh, 9in
Sikkim and 5in Darjeeling District of West Bengal According
to an estimate the number of towns in Bhutan is 20. These are
small centres and in some cases with less than one thousand
inhabitants. That tlie process of urbanisation has been very
slow is indicated by the fact that with just about 1.1 nullion
people in 2001 the urban population in Arunachal Pradesh was
20.41 per cent of the total population. In case of Sikkim it was
much lower being only 11.1 per cent.

It may be appropriate here to add afew words on Arunachal
Pradesh. It is spread over half the Eastern Himalayas. Its
population in 2001 was 1,091,117 and the density was about 13
per square km. the lowest for an Indian State. Three of its large
districts like Upper Siang, Tawang and Upper SiAansiri are
among the most sparsely populated tracts in India. Over 80 per
cent of the people living in Arunachal are tribals.

In 1982 Dr. Saradindu Bose noted, "The estimated figure
of the total area under shifting cultivation in Arunachal
Pradesh is 703 sq.km. It is also estimated that about 2,70,000
persons are involved in shifting cultivation" ( Bose, S.;1982b
Bose said that after 1963 in particular, construction and
development of many roads led to anotable change especially
along the communication lines where physical conditior^ were
suitable for permanent cultivation. Professor Nirmal Kumar
Bose had also noted that the seclusion of Arunachal Pradesh
was only broken up by the construction of roads. (Bose,
N.K.:1972). ^ , . . . .

In fact the Sino-Indian conflict in the early sixties stands
out as alandmark in the process of social change in Arimachal
Pradesh. The sealing of the Tibetan border across which mere
had been considerable trade and contact in me past and the
rapid development of communication lines connecting the
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But this happened mainly because of the reorganisation of
territories of five major towns of Sikkim; Gangtak, Jorthang,
Gyalshing, Singtam and Namchi.

Bhutan has been a feudal kingdom almost totally closed
to the outside world till the sixties of the last cenhuy. Lifehere
isas feudal as it looks, wroteO.H.K. Spateinhisbook.on India,
Pakistan and Ceylon. (Spate, O.H.K.;1972) The construction
of anew road system was started here only inthe 1960's. After
about 40 years, today the network of motorable roads is still
limited to only 300 km. or so. Phuntsholling on the Indo-
Bhutanese border is the only major Imk town.

Livestock raising, shifting cultivation andsmall-scale local
tradedominateBhutanese economy. Thesmall-scattered urban
centres are mostly located at sites ofimportant forts andseats
of chieftains.

According to Dr. Saradindu Bose, though Bhutan has
tremendous potentiality in the development of tourism, the
government appears to be very cautions in opening up the
coimtry. It has therefore, decided to restrict tourism and to
monitor it closely. With these restrictions Bhutan was opened
to tourists only in 1974. Nearly twenty years later the total
number of foreign visitors hardly exceeded three thousand
people annually (Bose, S; Unpublished paper).

It is obvious that urbanisation under such conditions is
bound to take a backseat.

EasternHimalayas in the DarjeelingDistrictofWestBiengal
had a different history. With the creation of Darjeeling as a
hill station and the development of one of the best tea
plantation areas in the world, Darjeeling hills in the Eastern
Himalayas gotclosely linkedwith the colonial urban processes
since early in the 19th century. This is naturally the most
urbanised tract in the Eastern Himalayas.

Describing the 'link' character of the foothill region of
Darjeeling Himalayas a Government of West Bengal
publication wrote that"thearea hasalways been bridge-buffer
between North Bihar and Assam.with its present road eindrail
transport nodes arounda newlyenlarged old railhead facing
theIhmalayas ofSiliguri. This staging pointbetweenJalpaiguri
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These two units together may possibly be identified as a
near homogenous area in terms of urbanisation.

The second area is where the process can be said to be only
nascent. It is Arunachal Pradesh, which isnow opened up with
growingly closer linkages with the North Brahmaputra plains,
and through it the rest of India.

The third area belongs to the Kingdom of Bhutan, still
largely closed and secluded.

Such a division is only tentative. This is mentioned only to
indicate that the process of urbanisation is far from
homogenous in the Eastern Himalayas with component
territories having different history, economy and society.

Lastly, with due deference to anthropologists and other
social scientists who have made considerable contributions
to our knowledge about the life and living of people in the
Eastern Himalayas, I must regretfully say that in all the
studies that I have come across there is a lack of attention to
the dynamics of the society at large in this region. There is
ample material on tribal life, its structure and functioning
though little material on the changing economy and
consequently on the changing society. Without this the
process of urbanisation, its levels and depth can hardly be
understood. Caution must be exercised in understanding the
differentials in the rate of development for different sectors
of the economy and of the society. The complexities of
indigenous social and economic organisation need to be
closely observed before drawing conclusions. Finally,
superimposing standards borrowed from elsewhere should
never be allowed to overshadow our assessment.
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